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11Abstract This paper describes the development of augmented group awareness tools that
12take mutual user ratings of their online discussion contributions as input, aggregate these
13data, and visually feed these data back to the members in real time, thereby informing
14participants about how the group as a whole perceives their contributions. A specific group
15awareness tool was experimentally tested in a CSCL scenario using online controversies
16about a physics domain. The learning material was distributed across group members to
17create a situation where an individual minority member with a scientifically correct
18viewpoint faces a majority favoring a plausible, but incorrect viewpoint. It was
19hypothesized that in unsupported CSCL groups an incorrect majority would dominate a
20correct majority, whereas in groups that were supported by an augmented group awareness
21tools minority influence could be strengthened by making minority contributions salient.
22The paper reports results in support of this hypothesis, and discusses the mechanisms
23leading to the benefits of group awareness tools for collaborative learning.

24Keywords Awareness . Social influence . Social navigation

26Introduction

27Since the early 1990s the notion of awareness has figured quite prominently within the field
28of CSCW (computer-supported cooperative work). The concept of awareness is notoriously
29vague, but there is some agreement that it refers to the perception and knowledge of
30contextual variables about the material and social world that surrounds a person or a group
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31(Endsley, 1995). This paper seeks to empirically explore the question of whether the
32concept of awareness can be fruitfully adapted and applied to the field of computer-
33supported collaborative learning (CSCL).
34There is huge diversity in how the term awareness is employed in the literature, and
35several attempts have been made to categorize this field (e.g. Carroll et al. 2003;
36Christiansen and Maglaughlin 2003; Gross et al. 2005). A general distinction we would like
37to draw is between situation awareness (Wickens and Baker 1995) and group awareness,
38with the former being knowledge and perception about the material environment
39surrounding a person (e.g. about spatial cues while navigating real or virtual worlds), and
40the latter being knowledge and perception about the social environment surrounding a
41person (e.g. being informed about the presence, the state, or the activities of other persons
42in real or virtual environments).

43Group awareness

44Group awareness is comprised of several elements, among them knowledge and perception
45of who is there, where other persons are located, where they are looking at, and what they
46are doing (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002). It is evident that group awareness is easily
47available in face-to-face (FTF) scenarios. However, once group members are spatially
48separated, group awareness has to be facilitated by means of technological support.
49Consequently, the use of group awareness technologies has become widespread in digital
50environments, ranging from lists of active users in online discussion forums (who is there)
51over avatar embodiments in virtual environments (where are they located, where are they
52looking at) to video screens, shared scroll-bars in collaborative editors, activity indicators,
53timelines, and other widgets used in shared workspaces (what are they doing).
54The idea of using technology to foster knowledge and perception about the social
55environment (i.e. about the group and its products) is at the heart of our own research on
56group awareness. However, the tools that we develop differ in two important respects from
57classical CSCW-related group awareness tools. Our first extension with respect to group
58awareness refers to the type of information that participants perceive about their group. As
59group awareness is a natural by-product of FTF interaction, many CSCW approaches try to
60re-establish FTF conditions by technological means. Most examples of group awareness
61tools refer to feedback about behavioral variables like seeing who is there, seeing where
62someone is located, and seeing what others are doing. While providing FTF-like conditions
63by technological means is a legitimate goal for systems designers, we would argue that the
64true power of technological support can be shown only if technologies give rise to kinds of
65interaction that actually surpass FTF levels to some degree. Consequently, we suggest the
66notion of augmented group awareness tools, where augmentation means that such tools
67provide information and feedback that would be difficult or impossible to yield in FTF
68interactions. More specifically, augmented group awareness tools feed back information
69about social and/or cognitive variables (instead of behavioral ones), i.e., variables without
70physical equivalent like knowledge, attention, attitudes, preferences, attractiveness, or
71emotions.
72Giving feedback about social and/or cognitive variables is a common practice in the field
73of social navigation research (Höök et al. 2002). Social navigation involves capturing,
74aggregating, and transforming user-generated data in ways that influence the navigation of
75other users. Social navigation tools are not designed to foster collaboration within real
76groups, but to inform individuals via data that were generated by an anonymous collective.
77A common distinction in related research is between direct and indirect social navigation.
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78In indirect social navigation a tool captures behavioral data (e.g. Web page visits) without
79requiring explicit user input. For instance, online bookstores often employ indirect social
80navigation to recommend products on the basis of the purchasing behavior of customers
81who bought the product one is currently inspecting. In contrast, direct social navigation
82tools mostly focus on social and/or cognitive data, and they gain such data by requiring
83users to explicitly express their opinion about entities in an environment. E.g., the system
84MovieLens requires users to rate a number of movies on which basis other movies are
85automatically recommended (Konstan and Riedl 2002).
86Augmented group awareness tools are a hybrid between classical group awareness tools
87and social navigation mechanisms. Augmented group awareness tools collect information
88that originates from the group a person is interacting with (not from an anonymous
89collective) and focus on knowledge artifacts that directly emerge out of interaction (not on
90external entities). These features are similar to classical group awareness tools. However,
91the idea of capturing non-observable variables (e.g. attitudes, opinions) through user
92ratings, and the idea of aggregating and transforming such rating data in order to influence
93individual behavior is borrowed from the notion of direct social navigation. More
94specifically, the class of augmented group awareness tools that we have developed require
95participants to mutually rate contributions in an online discussion on two different
96dimensions, and the ratings are aggregated, transformed, and fed back to the group.
97Furthermore, the fact that participants do not rate a set of pre-established entities, but rather
98mutually assess their contributions as the discussion unfolds, distinguishes augmented
99group awareness tools from classical voting mechanisms in group decision support systems
100(Lim and Benbasat 1993). As a consequence, augmented group awareness tools provide a
101unique affordance to online interaction because participants get an up-to-the minute, real-
102time feedback on what the group as a whole thinks about the products it generates.
103A second extension of classical group awareness research that our work is exploring
104relates to the application of group awareness tools to the field of CSCL. Why should
105collaborative learning benefit from augmented group awareness tools? At least three
106reasons come to mind. First, computer-supported collaborative learning can be described as
107joint negotiation of meaning and understanding (Baker 1994; Roschelle 1996). Given the
108fact that negotiators need contextual cues in their construction of a situation (Bazerman et
109al. 2000), it is important to provide contextual information. Augmented group awareness
110tools inform learners with respect to what their group thinks about its products. Learners
111can use this information to identify crucial elements of interaction (i.e. discussion
112contributions) in order to assist the negotiation of meaning. Second, augmented group
113awareness tools (at least those based on direct social navigation principles) do not only
114improve the perception of social variables in a group, but also offer new opportunities for
115participation. While the main part of interaction among learners is to be found in their
116discussion contributions, the rating mechanisms of augmented group awareness tools add
117an extra layer to participation. Moreover, actual discussions are often dominated by a small
118number of learners, and the rating mechanism provides an additional platform for less
119active learners to contribute to the meaning making process. Rating online contributions is
120comparatively effortless, and allows multiple learners to “voice their opinion” in parallel.
121Third, augmented group awareness tools provide a new metaphor with respect to learner
122guidance. On one hand, it is assumed that CSCL environments should foster learner
123autonomy. However, there is general agreement that groups often suffer from a lack of
124structure in interaction. On the other hand, attempts to structure collaboration explicitly
125(e.g. through scripted cooperation) are often criticized because they might interfere with
126exploratory strategies, thus leading to learner reactance (Dillenbourg 2002). Augmented
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127group awareness tools might provide a middle ground between these two extremes. They
128are designed to engender autonomous, but well-informed learner actions.
129Until now, very few attempts have been made to use group awareness tools for CSCL
130(see Soller et al. 2005, for an overview). Many CSCL applications in this area focus on
131feedback about behavioral variables like learner activities (e.g. Kimmerle and Cress 2008;
132Kreijns et al. 2002), or provide feedback not to the group, but rather to external observers.
133However, a recent study by Janssen et al. (2007) uses augmented group awareness tools for
134feeding back information about cognitive and social variables in a group, i.e., about the
135existence of group conflicts. Their system, called Shared Space, uses indirect social
136navigation principles, i.e., an intelligent agent automatically codes and interprets online
137discussions by checking for about 1,300 content markers, and the results of this analysis are
138fed back to the group in real time.
139Our tools have a similar focus on conflicting information in a group, however, in
140contrast to the approach taken by Janssen et al. (2007) our scenario relies on direct social
141navigation principles (i.e. explicit ratings from learners). The general tool class we envision
142for our work entails support mechanisms for both synchronous and asynchronous forms of
143online group discussions. The basic idea here is to require learners to rate the written
144contributions in an online discussion on one or more pre-defined dimensions (e.g.,
145agreement with a contribution; relevance, comprehensibility, coherence, or originality of the
146contribution). The tool itself performs three functions. First, it takes the learning ratings as
147input data for computation. Second, it aggregates and/or transforms these data. For
148example, an aggregation could be performed by computing arithmetic means of ratings of
149standard deviations of ratings, or any other statistical procedure. And third, the tool visually
150feeds back these aggregated rating data to the group.
151Depending on situational characteristics of groups designers can develop specific
152instantiations of this general tool class in order to support CSCL. The design process
153involves choosing rating dimensions, determining aggregation and transformation mech-
154anisms, and deciding on the feedback format. The overall goal of an augmented group
155awareness tool is to provide contextual information that assists the meaning making and
156negotiation process of a group. Therefore, augmented group awareness tools should enable
157learners to easily see and absorb what the group as a whole thinks about the contributions in
158a discussion. For example, a tool using “relevance” as a rating dimension could visually
159represent the discussion contributions according to their relevance, thereby making salient
160those contributions and topics that merit further attention for a group.

161Minority influence in collaborative learning

162We have set out to explore the usefulness of augmented group awareness tools by
163developing an instantiation of the general tool class that is specifically tailored to a
164particular CSCL scenario, namely, the case of controversies and conflicting viewpoints.
165According to educational theorizing, controversies and conflicts are often seen as important
166antecedents of collaborative learning (Doise and Mugny 1984). Some collaborative learning
167methods are even explicitly designed to engender controversial discussions among learners,
168e.g., Structured Controversy (Johnson and Johnson 1979). Despite the potential of
169controversies to facilitate elaboration and negotiation among learners, there might be some
170pitfalls to these methods. The social psychological research literature points at various
171deficiencies of controversies because they can give rise to patterns of social influence that
172might be detrimental to a group’s functioning, particularly if the sub-groups advocating the
173viewpoints are of different size. For instance, there is an abundance of social psychological
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174literature that points at the difficulties that minorities in a group have on influencing
175conflicting majority viewpoints (Asch 1956), especially if the task at hand is not
176demonstrable (i.e. a particular viewpoint cannot easily be proven to be a correct one). If
177this robust finding is applied to collaborative learning one can only assume that
178controversial discussions in a learning domain are also prone to the influence of a majority,
179irrespective of the validity or justifiability of the majority viewpoint.
180Generally, the suppression of minority viewpoints would be detrimental to collaborative
181learning because it prevents groups from gaining divergent, flexible perspectives on a
182particular domain. These detrimental effects of lacking minority influence are exacerbated
183when the minority holds a scientifically correct viewpoint that fails to influence an incorrect
184majority perspective. Given that collaborative learning requires the joint construction of a
185shared understanding it could well be the case that in such a scenario the minority would
186rather comply with the incorrect majority perspective than vice versa.
187In the context of group-decision making these patterns of social influence are often
188investigated in a quantifiable manner by employing so-called hidden profiles (Stasser and
189Titus 1985) with an informed minority. In these scenarios a minority group member
190receives unshared, critical information that should lead to a different, but better group
191decision quality than the shared pieces of evidence that the majority members receive. In
192addition to the general finding that groups are often unable to uncover a hidden profile (i.e.,
193identify the best alternative), studies employing an informed minority have shown that
194groups focused less on critical (minority-held) information when the task did not appear to
195be demonstrable (Stewart and Stasser 1998), that minority influence was even more
196diminished when groups were using an anonymous group decision support system
197(McLeod et al. 1997), and that the discovery rate of the best decision alternative (out of
198three) was only 10% using an informed minority (Brodbeck et al. 2002).
199However, social psychology has also outlined several conditions that should lead to
200enhanced minority influence. These beneficial principles are crucial because they informed
201the particular design of our augmented group awareness tool. An important antecedent for
202minority influence stems from the theoretical distinction between normative and
203informational influence (Deutsch and Gerard 1955). The influence of a majority on the
204minority is mostly normative, i.e., minorities often conform to the majority viewpoint
205because of social pressure. Minorities can counter these effects by exerting informational
206influence, i.e., they must appeal to the need of majority members to arrive at a valid
207conclusion, and they need to be persuasive in advocating their viewpoint (Wood et al.
2081994). From related research literature, three principles can be derived that contribute to an
209enhancement of informational influence. First, the focus of group interaction should be on
210the arguments brought forth in interaction, not on the persons advocating the arguments.
211Focusing on the messages is likely to increase their elaboration which in turn leads to
212systematic message processing focusing on the quality of arguments (Martin et al. 2007).
213Our specific awareness tool instantiation addressed this principle by providing visual
214feedback with respect to the contributions of a message (not with respect to the authors of
215those messages). Second, studies have indicated that groups often exhibit a tendency to
216disregard or ignore minority viewpoints (Hastie et al. 1983; McLeod et al. 1997), thus
217leading to biased processing of information. This detrimental effect can be weakened by
218feeding back information about the attitudinal discrepancy among minority and majority
219contributions, thereby precluding false consensus. In other words, the cognitive conflict
220among messages (not necessarily among persons) should be made salient. This principle is
221addressed in the design of our awareness tool by requiring learners to rate their agreement
222with the online contributions of their co-learners. The tool aggregates the agreement rating
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223for each contribution by computing arithmetic means, and visually feeds this information
224back. As a consequence, average minority contributions (receiving comparably low
225agreement ratings) and average majority contributions (high agreement ratings) are visually
226separated, thereby serving as a constant reminder that a cognitive conflict still exists. Third,
227the literature on persuasion suggests that attitude change is more pronounced when
228arguments are novel than when they are already known (Vinokur and Burnstein 1976). At
229the same time, Moscovici (1976) and other theorists on social influence emphasize that
230minorities can often be seen as sources of innovation. It can be concluded that minority
231influence can be increased by making salient their potential for innovative solutions. This
232principle was implemented in our augmented group awareness tool by requiring learners to
233rate the novelty of discussion contributions. One should expect that the average novelty of
234majority contributions is rated as relatively low (because majority arguments are shared and
235tend to be redundant), whereas minority contributions should yield high novelty ratings,
236thereby being made salient in the visual feedback.
237In sum, the specific design of our augmented group awareness tool should foster
238informational influence in a group. In the specific scenario that we use (a controversy with
239solutions of different quality, a correct minority facing an incorrect majority) this should
240lead to strengthened minority influence. Messages of the minority should be processed
241more carefully, should be elaborated more deeply, and should be at the focus of group
242discussion. If the task of a CSCL group is to make a decision among two competing
243viewpoints, strengthening minority influence should lead to better decisions as a rough
244indicator for better learning. An experimental study tested these assumptions.

245Method

246In the study, small groups of four learners used a text-based online discussion environment
247in order to come to an agreement on a conflicting physics topic. Similar to the informed
248minority paradigm (Stewart and Stasser 1998), learning material, consisting of pieces of
249evidence, was previously distributed across the group members in such a way that one
250learner—the informed minority—received information that should lead to a scientifically
251correct viewpoint on the issue, whereas three other learners (majority members) received
252information that should lead to a plausible, but incorrect viewpoint.

253Design

254Two experimental conditions were compared that differed with respect to the support
255learners received regarding the awareness of other group members’ contributions during the
256online discussion. While learners in the control condition were only provided with an
257online discussion environment, learners in the treatment condition were additionally
258provided with a rating-based augmented group awareness tool.

259Participants

260Sixty-four students (26 males and 38 females, ages 19 to 31; M = 22.05; SD = 2.35) at the
261University of Tübingen were randomly assigned to the two experimental conditions and—
262within the small groups—to the minority or to the majority. They were paid for their
263participation. To prevent a very high level of prior knowledge physics students were
264excluded from participation.
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265Materials

266The application domain was comprised of physics concepts concerning light propagation.
267The instructional material was taken from a translated module of the web-based inquiry
268science environment WISE (Linn and Hsi 2000), addressing the topic “How far does light
269go.” The entire pool of learning material consisted of six pieces of evidence concerning
270light propagation. Two pieces of evidence were in line with a scientifically plausible, but
271incorrect viewpoint (“Light dies out”), whereas three pieces of evidence were supporting
272the scientifically correct viewpoint (“Light goes forever”). A sixth piece of evidence was
273irrelevant with respect to the conflicting viewpoints.
274The six pieces of evidence were distributed across the group members prior to the group
275discussion according to the informed minority paradigm of Stewart and Stasser (1998). The
276three majority members received four pieces of evidence each: two (shared) information
277pieces supporting the incorrect viewpoint; one (unshared) information piece about the
278correct viewpoint; and the irrelevant piece of evidence. Taken together, the information
279distribution in the majority was identical to a hidden profile, i.e. each member would be
280more likely to prefer the incorrect alternative based on shared information, whereas a
281group’s preference should shift towards the correct alternative if the unshared information
282pieces were pooled during discussion. The fourth member of the group (informed minority)
283received all six pieces of evidence, which would tend to lead to a preference for the correct
284viewpoint.
285Prior tests revealed that this type of information distribution predicted learner
286preferences quite accurately, i.e., independent learners who received the same material as
287the minority tended to favor the correct viewpoint, whereas learners who received the same
288material as the majority, were biased in favor of the incorrect viewpoint.
289The online discussion environment used in both experimental conditions was developed
290at the Knowledge Media Research Center in Tübingen as part of the groupware system
291VisualGroup (in its current version renamed as Bebop). It enabled the small groups to
292discuss in a text-based and synchronous way. Contributions were listed sequentially in
293temporal order. To control for effects of acquaintance among participants all names were
294removed, i.e., contributions were made anonymously.
295The group awareness tool provided to the small groups in the treatment condition was
296embedded into the online discussion environment. It consisted of (1) seven-point Likert
297rating scale that allowed learners to rate each contribution (except their own) with respect to
298(a) agreement with a contribution and (b) novelty of a contribution to the discussion, and
299(2) a visualization of the contributions represented as dots on a two-dimensional graph,
300where the x-axis represented the average agreement rating, and the y-axis represented the
301average novelty rating that a given contribution received. The visualization was
302personalized in that learners could distinguish their own contributions from other group
303members’ contributions, and by indicating contributions a learner hadn’t rated yet (see
304Fig. 1). By clicking on a particular dot in the visualization learners could read the
305corresponding contribution.
306The test material for assessing the knowledge of the learners consisted of two test sheets
307that were individually administered before and after group discussion. The first test sheet
308required participants to state their preference for one of the two controversial viewpoints,
309and to rate their confidence in this preference. The second test sheet, which was
310administered after the discussion, asked the learner to state the decision that the group
311arrived at. Moreover, learners were required to indicate their individual preference for one
312of the controversial viewpoints and to provide a confidence rating for the individual
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313decision. The second test sheet also contained subjective ratings about the task
314environment.

315Measures

316To test the usefulness of the augmented group awareness tools five types of dependent
317measures were analyzed.
318Group decisions (correct vs. incorrect decision) were extracted from the contents of
319the group discussions. Since subjects were also individually required to explicitly state the
320group decision after the discussion, these data could be used in cases where the actual
321group decision was not evident. It was expected that groups in the treatment condition
322would make better group decisions than groups in the control condition.
323Measures of learning were derived from the decisions among the two conflicting
324viewpoints that both the groups and the individuals made after discussion. In order to gain
325access to a rough indicator of individual learning, the preferred decision alternative and the
326confidence ratings were used to calculate a correctness value of the decision ranging from
3270% (wrong answer and confidence rate of 100%) to 100% (correct answer and confidence
328rate of 100%). It was expected that in treatment groups (with the augmented awareness
329tool), minorities would exert a greater influence on the group decision, thereby yielding
330higher correctness values across group members.
331Discussion parameters were derived as indicators for knowledge building processes.
332Log files of the discussion contents were used to generate general measures of participation
333(e.g., number of written contributions). The discussion content was additionally coded by

Fig. 1 Screenshot (translated) of the augmented group awareness tool. The lower window displays two
messages and the rating scales. The upper window contains the visualization of contributions according to
average novelty and agreement
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334two independent coders. Single contributions were rated according to three categories
335(knowledge construction; negotiation of preferences; other). It was expected that groups in
336the treatment condition would display a lower number and rate of contributions rated as
337negotiation of preferences because the visualization already contained the corresponding
338information. As a consequence, it was tentatively hypothesized that this might lead to a
339higher number and rate of knowledge construction contributions.
340On the level of the whole group discussion sessions independent coders additionally
341categorized the deliberation style of groups. Deliberation style is a concept drawn from
342research on mock juries. Hastie et al. (1983), for example, have found that some juries have
343evidence-driven discussions, i.e., they start by exploring the evidence before integrating the
344evidence into a verdict. Other groups, however, are verdict-driven, i.e., they start by pooling
345their preferences to reach a verdict as fast as possible, and then start a (biased) search for
346information in support of this verdict. It was expected that without augmented group
347awareness tools groups might be tempted to reach a consensus overly quickly, thereby
348employing a verdict-driven style. Due to the small sample size, deliberation style of groups
349was only analyzed in descriptive terms.
350Ratings data were derived from the treatment group. Of particular interest were the
351average agreement and novelty ratings that majority and minority contributions received.
352Moreover, it was analyzed whether the average ratings changed over time. Therefore,
353discussion time per group was divided into three slots of equal time. These analyses were of
354an exploratory nature to identify whether discussions followed particular patterns with
355respect to majority and/or minority influence.
356Individual use of the tool was measured by asking subjects in the treatment condition
357about the subjective frequency of using the visualized graph, about the perceived usefulness
358of the ratings mechanisms, and about the perceived usefulness of the visualized graph.

359Procedure

360The experiment consisted of two phases: an individual learning phase, and a group
361discussion phase. During the entire experiment subjects of a group were seated in separate
362rooms. In the first phase learners received information about light propagation individually
363(10min). While the information distribution was identical across conditions, it differed
364within the small groups according to the informed minority paradigm of Stewart and Stasser
365(1998), as described above. Subsequent to the individual learning phase, but prior to the
366group discussion, individual preference and confidence were measured. After the learning
367phase individual group members were given the opportunity to test the online discussion
368environment by writing contributions. Group members in the treatment condition were
369additionally asked to rate test contributions by other participants.
370In the second phase groups were instructed to discuss the conflicting viewpoints. All
371learners were made aware that other group members might have received different pieces of
372evidence. Groups were asked to make a decision about the conflicting viewpoints within
373the allotted discussion time (30min). According to the experimental design of the study, the
374small groups in the control condition were only provided with the online discussion
375environment, while the small groups in the treatment condition were additionally provided
376with the group awareness tool.
377After the discussion phase individual learners were asked to repeat the group decision,
378state their individual preference and indicate their confidence in their individual preference.
379Then subjects received a questionnaire about subjective variables (e.g., usefulness of the
380tool). Subjects were briefed about the study at the end of the experiment.
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381Results

382Manipulation check

383Across both conditions, all minority subjects showed a preference for the correct viewpoint,
384as indicated by pre-discussion choice. However, seven out of 48 majority subjects also
385chose the correct viewpoint. The distribution of pre-discussion choices between the two
386conditions was not different, i.e. out of the seven subjects that did not adhere to the
387manipulation, three were in the condition without group awareness tool vs. four in the
388experimental condition, thus yielding no significant differences between conditions—(χ2(1,
389N = 64) = 0.68, n.s.). Nonetheless, analyses that compared the two types of learners were
390conducted both with respect to the original, intended member status (minority vs. majority)
391and with the actual pre-discussion choice (correct vs. incorrect) as an independent variable.
392Although results using pre-discussion choice as independent variable were slightly more
393favorable with respect to the hypotheses, the results described in this paper are based on the
394more conservative variable of member status (majority vs. minority).

395Group decisions

396Among the eight groups using the augmented group awareness tool, six arrived at the
397correct group decision vs. two for the incorrect decision. In contrast, groups without group
398awareness support arrived at the incorrect decision in six cases and at the correct decision in
399one case, while one group did not arrive at a conclusion during the allotted time. The
400difference between conditions is significant (χ2 (2, N = 16) = 6.57, p < 0.05). This provides
401evidence that the augmented group awareness tool reversed the bias towards majority
402opinion.

403Individual correctness

404Table 1 shows the correctness values for minority and majority subjects within the
405treatment and control condition. A 2 × 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with support and
406member status as independent variables yielded a significant main effect for member status
407(see Table 2). The main effect for support and the support x status interaction approached
408significance (p = 0.08 in both cases). However, the data from Table 1 show that majority
409members in the treatment condition were scoring much higher than majority members in
410control groups. An additional, one-tailed t-test revealed that this difference was highly

t1.1Table 1 Average individual correctness values for learners, depending on member status (majority vs.
minority) and experimental condition (treatment vs. control)

Support Q1Measures Status t1.2

Majority Minority Overall t1.3

Control M 37.17 78.63 47.53 t1.4
SD 36.89 32.51 39.76 t1.5

Treatment M 74.58 78.38 75.53 t1.6
SD 36.02 36.18 35.51 t1.7

Overall M 55.88 78.50 61.53 t1.8
SD 40.72 33.23 39.97 t1.9
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411significant t(46) = 3.56; p < 0.01. In other words, there is evidence for the hypothesis that
412majority members moved from the incorrect to the correct viewpoint if they were using an
413augmented group awareness tool.

414Discussion parameters

415Table 3 shows the absolute number of contributions written by majority and minority
416members across the two conditions, separated by the three coding categories (knowledge
417construction, negotiation of preferences, other). Results of 2 × 2-analyses of variance
418(ANOVA) indicate that members from control groups wrote more contributions than group
419members in the treatment condition. No differences were found for member status or the
420support × status-interaction (Table 2). A main effect for support could also be found by only
421taking into account messages that were coded as knowledge construction contributions.
422However, an analysis of relative amounts of knowledge construction messages reversed this
423effect. In other words, treatment groups produced a higher relative amount of knowledge
424construction contributions than control groups (M = 0.67, SD = 0.18 vs. M = 0.51, SD =
4250.17).
426The descriptive analyses of the groups’ deliberation style indicated that seven out of
427eight control groups were following a verdict-driven style. Four of the eight treatment

t2.1Table 2 Results of 2×2 (support × status) analyses of variance (ANOVA) with respect to the correctness
values, and a number of discussion parameters (KC refers to contributions coded as knowledge construction)

Source of variance Dependent variable df F t2.2

Support Correctness 1, 60 3.20 t2.3
Abs. number of contributions 1, 60 21.75** t2.4
Abs. number of KC contributions 1, 60 5.70* t2.5
Rel. number of KC contributions 1, 60 6.49* t2.6

Status Correctness 1, 60 4.74* t2.7
Abs. number of contributions 1, 60 0.88 t2.8
Abs. number of KC contributions 1, 60 0.52 t2.9
Rel. number of KC contributions 1, 60 0.07 t2.10

Support × status Correctness 1, 60 3.29 t2.11
Abs. number of contributions 1, 60 0.27 t2.12
Abs. number of KC contributions 1, 60 0.03 t2.13
Rel. number of KC contributions 1, 60 1.09 t2.14

t2.15*p<0.05, **p<0.01

t3.1Table 3 Average number of contributions across conditions depending on message type

Support Q1Measures Majority Minority Overall t3.2

KC NP Other KC NP Other KC NP Other t3.3

Control M 9.37 4.67 3.63 10.63 5.13 2.63 9.69 4.78 3.38 t3.4
SD 6.11 2.76 2.00 7.33 4.49 1.92 6.33 3.20 2.00 t3.5

Treatment M 6.21 2.21 0.50 7.00 3.00 1.38 6.41 2.41 0.72 t3.6
SD 2.86 1.38 0.66 2.27 1.93 0.92 2.71 1.54 0.81 t3.7

Overall M 7.79 3.44 2.06 8.81 4.06 2.00 8.05 3.59 2.05 t3.8
SD 4.98 2.49 2.16 5.56 3.51 1.59 5.11 2.76 2.02 t3.9

t3.10KC Knowledge construction, NP negotiation of preferences
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428groups were using an evidence-driven style of deliberation (vs. three verdict-driven groups).
429The remaining two groups in both conditions were not uniformly classified among raters
430(see Fig. 2). The results suggest that a deliberation style starting with a collection of
431evidence, followed by coming to a consensus was only found in treatment groups.
432Additional analyses revealed that all four evidence-driven groups, the two mixed-style
433groups and just one of the verdict-driven groups arrived at the correct group decision. In
434contrast, all verdict-driven groups made a decision in favor of the incorrect majority
435viewpoint.

436Ratings data

437Table 4 gives an overview of the agreement and novelty ratings that contributions by
438majority and minority members received over three time frames of equal size. The 2 × 3-
439analyses of variance (ANOVA) with member status and time frame as independent
440variables indicated no main effects and no interaction for agreement ratings (see Table 5). In
441other words, the ratings received by majorities and minorities in terms of agreement did not
442differ across the entire discussion. With respect to novelty ratings a significant effect of time
443frame was found, but no effect for member status, and only a marginally significant effect
444for interaction (see Table 5).
445However, given that agreement and novelty were expected to change over time,
446additional analyses were conducted that compared agreement and novelty ratings during the
447first time frame only, i.e. at the beginning of group discussion. These analyses indicated that
448there was no significant difference in agreement between majority (M = 5.07, SD = 1.50)
449and minority contributions (M = 4.99, SD = 1.44; t(85) = 0.23, p = 0.41). However,
450minority contributions received novelty ratings during the first time frame that were
451significantly higher than majority contributions (M = 5.41, SD = 1.29 vs. M = 4.80, SD =
4521.43; t(85) = 1.95, p < 0.05).

453Subjective data

454Subjects of the treatment condition were asked to report how useful they found the ratings
455mechanisms, how useful they found the visualizations, and how often they used the
456visualization. These data were analyzed in relation to the question of whether the individual
457post-discussion choice was correct or incorrect. These analyses showed that subjects who

Fig. 2 Number of groups coded
as following a verdict-driven
vs. evidence-driven style of
deliberation
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459SD = 0.96) than subjects who made the wrong decision (M = 4.43, SD = 1.90; t(30) = 2.27,
460p < 0.05). Subjects who arrived at the correct decision also found the visualization slightly
461more useful (M = 5.32, SD = 1.28) than subjects who made an incorrect decision (M = 4.43,
462SD = 0.98; t(30) = 2.89, p = 0.100). No significant differences between these two
463subgroups were found with respect to the subjective usefulness of the ratings themselves
464(M = 4.20, SD = 1.80 vs. M = 4.43, SD = 1.40; t(30) = 0.31, p = 0.759).

465Discussion

466An experimental study showed that groups using an augmented group awareness tool
467showed higher performance in terms of group decision and individual correctness than
468unsupported discussion groups.
469On a larger scale addressing the entire CSCL community, one of the most interesting
470findings of the study was the fact that majority influence indeed occurred in the
471unsupported control groups. It was often mentioned that CSCL tends to look at positive
472results, thereby neglecting instances where collaborative learning might actually fail. Our
473studies have shown that in learning scenarios social psychological factors like majority
474influence are at work, and that they can have detrimental effects. While this might not be
475surprising to social psychologists, this point is hardly addressed in the CSCL literature. We
476hope that in the future findings from social psychology will be merged with findings from
477CSCL, thereby arriving at a clearer picture of collaborative learning.
478While it appears that CSCL groups might arrive at suboptimal solutions because of an
479overpowering majority influence, our experiment indicated that this inherent bias can be

t5.1Table 5 Results of a 2×3 (status × time frame) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with respect to agreement
and novelty ratings

Source of variance Dependent variable df F t5.2

Member status Agreement 1, 280 2.28 t5.3
Novelty 1, 280 0.86 t5.4

Time frame Agreement 2, 280 2.67 t5.5
Novelty 2, 280 6.37** t5.6

Status × time Agreement 2, 280 1.21 t5.7
Novelty 2, 280 1.91 t5.8

t5.9**p<0.01

Table 4 Average agreement and novelty ratings (7-point Likert) for contributions made by majority and
minority members across three discussion time slots of equal size

Status Q1Measures Agreement Novelty

Time1 Time2 Time3 Overall Time1 Time2 Time3 Overall

Majority M 5.12 5.11 5.83 5.42 4.85 4.25 4.66 4.58
SD 1.55 1.36 1.32 1.43 1.39 1.48 1.40 1.43

Minority M 5.17 4.83 5.16 5.07 5.44 4.44 4.39 4.74
SD 1.46 1.59 2.00 1.72 1.37 1.47 1.39 1.47

Overall M 5.14 5.02 5.64 5.32 5.06 4.31 4.59 4.63
SD 1.51 1.43 1.56 1.53 1.40 1.47 1.39 1.45
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480overcome by technological means. An augmented group awareness tool specifically
481designed to focus on learner ratings of agreement and perceived novelty significantly
482increased minority influence, thereby leading to better group and individual learning
483performances. This was not only reflected in outcome variables like group or individual
484decisions, but also in process variables like deliberation style. Whereas control groups were
485frequently focusing on finding an initial verdict, followed by identifying supporting
486evidence, it appears that the augmented group awareness tool used in the treatment groups
487led to a much more open, evidence-driven discussion before groups settled on a decision.
488Some results of this experiment are more difficult to interpret. For instance, it is not quite
489clear why treatment groups produced many fewer contributions than control groups. Given
490that for collaborative tasks the amount of participation is usually correlated with
491performance (Cohen 1994), this comes as somewhat surprising. The difference in
492participation might be due to the fact that in the treatment condition learners needed more
493time to rate contributions and to use the visualization, thereby decreasing the overall
494number of contributions. Moreover, the lower absolute amount of interaction was partially
495outweighed by the higher relative rate of contributions that were directly related to
496knowledge construction.
497Another result that cannot easily be interpreted is with respect to the ratings data within
498the treatment condition. It was expected that minority contributions would receive higher
499novelty and lower agreement ratings, especially at the beginning of discussion. These
500hypotheses could be confirmed only partially. While minority contributions received higher
501novelty ratings at the beginning of the discussion, this advantage vanished during
502discussion. Moreover, there was no indication that minority contributions were receiving
503lower agreement ratings during discussion. Nonetheless, a shift in preference occurred in
504the treatment groups. It could be the case that minority influence was exerted on the basis of
505very few or even single contributions, so that quantitative measures are inadequate to reveal
506the patterns of influence. Further studies could shed light on this aspect, e.g., by including
507qualitative analyses, using quantitative methods, requiring learners to repeatedly rate
508contributions, or by investigating the order of messages read.
509The inconclusive results with respect to the ratings data lead to the general question of
510what mechanisms might have produced the obtained results. In other words, what parts of
511the augmented group awareness tools were conducive to strengthened minority influence?
512The tool consists of two parts (the rating mechanism and the visualization), both of which
513can have beneficial effects on learning. Our line of reasoning assumes that the main power
514of augmented group awareness tools lies in the feedback and visualization mechanisms.
515They should direct attention to salient features in a group, thereby guiding attention and
516assisting interaction. However, on the basis of the rating data results it could also be the
517case that the rating mechanism per se explains the patterns of social influence found.
518Simply requiring learners to rate contributions might lead them to reflect on the content, to
519serve as a metacognitive prompt, thereby leading to minority influence and better learning
520outcomes. This potential effect would hold even in the absence of a visualization. Of
521course, both mechanisms might be additive. We will disentangle these influence factors in a
522follow-up study that includes a ratings-only condition (with ratings, without visualization).
523The current study found effects for a scenario that could be regarded as highly selective.
524Of course, in natural CSCL discussions it is not always the case that a minority vs. majority
525situation exists, let alone that the minority advocates a correct (or superior) viewpoint. What
526would happen if a minority holds an incorrect viewpoint? According to our theoretical
527conceptualization, the augmented group awareness tool employed in this study rested on
528principles that should enhance informational influence in general, particularly in its focus
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529on contributions instead of persons, and thereby on argument quality instead of normative
530influence. The only tool feature that was explicitly geared at minorities was the novelty
531dimension. It can therefore be hypothesized that the same tool would also strengthen the
532informational influence of a correct majority. However, such an effect would be more difficult
533to interpret because majorities additionally exert normative influence (which was the exact
534reason why this study was focusing on minorities). In sum, the augmented group awareness
535tool presented here favors informational influence and argument quality, and therefore might
536be useful across many educational scenarios because normative influence (which was at work
537in control groups) can hardly be justified as beneficial to collaborative learning. Rating the
538content of collaboration and being informed about what the group as a whole thinks about its
539products should lead to higher degrees of elaboration, more systematic processing, and better
540learning results. Therefore we hypothesize that the tool principles derived for this study can
541be fruitfully applied to “wicked” problems as well (i.e. situations where neither a “correct”
542answer nor complete agreement among learners is necessary or even desirable).
543This is not to say that the general idea of augmented group awareness tools (providing
544feedback about what a group thinks) is beneficial in all learning situations. We are currently
545planning a follow-up study where learners mutually rate contributions, but the aggregation
546and feedback mechanism doesn’t focus on the contributions, but on the authors (i.e. learners
547are represented as dots in a two-dimensional agreement by novelty visualization). We
548would expect that such a focus on the persons instead of content leads to detrimental effects
549because it increases normative influence in a group.

550Future directions

551It is apparent that the augmented group awareness tool used in this study was specifically
552tailored to the scenario of majority–minority conflict. However, it can be assumed that the
553general type of rating-based augmented group awareness tools can be adapted to other
554scenarios as well. For instance, other studies could investigate this tool not for group
555awareness, but for social navigation in a stricter sense, by requiring learners not to mutually
556rate their contributions, but to rate external sources like learning materials. For other
557scenarios it might be suitable to visualize the given instead of the received ratings.
558Moreover, depending on the research question, learners could rate contributions on different
559dimensions, e.g. liking, conclusiveness. The tool itself could use different means of
560aggregation and visualization. Whereas the tool in the current study simply used arithmetic
561means of agreement and novelty, other tools could visualize standard deviations (an
562indicator of the degree of conflict), correlations, or even make use of advanced statistical
563procedures like cluster analysis and factor analysis in real time. Finally, it will be an
564interesting question to compare direct social navigation (explicit ratings) with indirect social
565navigation, where learner behavior will be implicitly captured (cf. the study by Janssen et
566al. 2007). In the social navigation literature, indirect social navigation algorithms are often
567regarded as superior because they do not burden subjects with the potentially tiresome task
568of rating contributions. However, our discussion of the explanatory mechanisms for
569minority influence in this experiment might indicate that this additional burden might be a
570key factor in producing favorable learning results.

571Conclusions

572We believe that augmented group awareness tools enrich our repertoire of CSCL tools both
573for practical use and for scientific inquiry. While some considerations for the scientific
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574investigation of these tools were addressed in the preceding section, it is evident that
575practical use of augmented group awareness tools faces additional hurdles. Among the open
576questions are the following: Are learners willing to rate contributions in practice? Does mutual
577rating interfere with the mutually supportive nature of collaboration? Is evaluation
578apprehension an issue to be taken into account? Will the generation of ideas that lies at the
579heart of knowledge building be hindered because learners withhold their input for fear of
580negative ratings? How do augmented group awareness tools work for larger group sizes?While
581we think that each of these problems can be tackled, the practical usefulness of augmented
582group awareness tools certainly remains to be tested outside of laboratory confines.
583In terms of the scientific analysis of augmented group awareness tools, we believe that
584they are open to investigations based on a range of epistemologies (Suthers 2006). While
585many processes involved in collaborative learning can be made visible and quantifiable
586with these tools, thereby lending themselves to an experimentally-oriented epistemology of
587knowledge communication, it is of course possible to hermeneutically describe and analyse
588knowledge building processes that take place during group discussions, and examine the
589ways they unfold under the influence of ratings and/or visualizations.
590On a final note, it should be repeated that augmented group awareness tools as described
591in this study represent a potentially new philosophy of learner guidance. While they are far
592from being as directive as other methods (e.g. scripted cooperation), they avoid the pitfall of
593leaving collaborative groups without any guidance. Being well-informed but fully
594autonomous might be an interesting condition for collaborative learners that is well worth
595studying in entirely different contexts of CSCL.
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